The unprecedented quality of the data collected by the AMS-02 experiment onboard the International Space Station allowed us to address subtle questions concerning the origin and propagation of cosmic rays. Here we discuss the implications of these data for the injection spectrum of elements with different masses and for the diffusion coefficient probed by cosmic rays through their journey from the sources to the Earth. We find that the best fit to the spectra of primary and secondary nuclei requires 1) a break in the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient at energies ∼ 300 GV; 2) an injection spectrum that is the same for all nuclei heavier than helium, and different injections for both protons and helium. Moreover, if to force the injection spectrum of helium to be the same as for heavier nuclei, the fit to oxygen substantially worsens. Accounting for a small, Xs ∼ 0.4 g cm −2 , grammage accumulated inside the sources leads to a somewhat better fit to the B/C ratio but makes the difference between He and other elements even more evident. The statistic and systematic error bars claimed by the AMS collaboration exceed the error that is expected from calculations once the uncertainties in the cross sections of production of secondary nuclei are taken into account. In order to make this point more quantitative, we present a novel parametrization of a large set of cross sections, relevant for cosmic ray physics, and we introduce the uncertainty in the branching ratios in a way that its effect can be easily grasped.
The unprecedented quality of the data collected by the AMS-02 experiment onboard the International Space Station allowed us to address subtle questions concerning the origin and propagation of cosmic rays. Here we discuss the implications of these data for the injection spectrum of elements with different masses and for the diffusion coefficient probed by cosmic rays through their journey from the sources to the Earth. We find that the best fit to the spectra of primary and secondary nuclei requires 1) a break in the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient at energies ∼ 300 GV; 2) an injection spectrum that is the same for all nuclei heavier than helium, and different injections for both protons and helium. Moreover, if to force the injection spectrum of helium to be the same as for heavier nuclei, the fit to oxygen substantially worsens. Accounting for a small, Xs ∼ 0.4 g cm −2 , grammage accumulated inside the sources leads to a somewhat better fit to the B/C ratio but makes the difference between He and other elements even more evident. The statistic and systematic error bars claimed by the AMS collaboration exceed the error that is expected from calculations once the uncertainties in the cross sections of production of secondary nuclei are taken into account. In order to make this point more quantitative, we present a novel parametrization of a large set of cross sections, relevant for cosmic ray physics, and we introduce the uncertainty in the branching ratios in a way that its effect can be easily grasped.
I. INTRODUCTION
For decades the quest for better data has been constant in the field of cosmic ray (CR) physics. For the first time, at least in the energy region E TeV, the AMS-02 experiment onboard the International Space Station has reversed this situation: statistic and systematic errors on the measured spectra of protons, helium and other primary nuclei, as well as on secondary stable nuclei (boron, lithium, beryllium) are now at the few percent level, thereby providing an unprecedented framework for testing our ideas on the origin and transport of cosmic rays.
On the other hand, our theoretical ability to make predictions on the spectra of nuclei, especially secondary nuclei, is limited by the uncertainties in the measured values of the cross sections, a point that has been raised by many authors [1] [2] [3] [4] . The importance of this point can probably be best illustrated by using the case of boron: the boron-to-carbon ratio is routinely used to infer the mean grammage traversed by CRs while propagating in the Galaxy [5] , but the reliability of the grammage depends on the knowledge of boron production cross sections from spallation of heavier elements and on the accuracy of the measurements of the fluxes of such elements (at roughly the same energy per nucleon). Unfortunately the measured cross sections are known with at least ∼ 30% error (even more for some channels) and the fluxes of elements heavier than carbon, oxygen and nitrogen remain rather uncertain.
Some major breakthroughs have been made possible by the high precision measurements of AMS-02, first and * carmelo.evoli@gssi.it; https://orcid.org/0000-0002- foremost the detection of breaks in the spectra of virtually all nuclei, most likely hinting at a change of regime in the transport of Galactic CRs at rigidity ∼ 300 GV. The anomalous hardening of the spectra of secondary stable nuclei also confirms that most likely the spectral breaks are related to CR transport rather than to subtle aspects of the acceleration process [6] . The rising positron ratio [7] and the quasi-constantp/p ratio [8] clearly represent major achievements of this experimental enterprise, with potentially huge implications for our theories on the origin of CRs, to the point that some authors [9, 10] have put forward radically new ideas on the transport of CRs. Testing such ideas is extremely important, but to do so the first step is to understand whether there are serious problems in interpreting data on spectra of primary and secondary nuclei within standard assumptions.
One such assumption, motivated by the fact that most our models for acceleration and transport of CRs are based on a strict rigidity dependence of both processes, is that the source spectra of all nuclei (whatever the sources may be) have the same general shape, especially at energies away from the injection energy and the maximum rigidity [11] . This leads to the prediction that the fluxes of nuclei observed at the Earth should be different only because of interactions suffered during transport. It has been claimed [12, 13] that this is not the case and that proton and He injection spectra are required to be different. Less clear is whether the injection spectra of helium and heavier nuclei are required to be the same.
The AMS-02 collaboration also provided the results of the measurement of the ratio of carbon and oxygen nuclei, both predominantly primary nuclei. The C/O ratio is expected to depart from a flat behaviour at low energies due to two phenomena: 1) the mass of O nuclei is slightly larger than that of C nuclei, so that the corre-sponding spallation cross section is somewhat larger, so as to make the O nuclei more depleted at energies where spallation is relevant; 2) about 20% of the flux of carbon at low energies is due to spallation of O nuclei. These two phenomena are responsible for a C/O ratio that decreases with energy below ∼ 100 GeV/n. This trend depends on the same grammage that is probed through observations of the B/C ratio, and can be considered as an important test of consistency. At the same time, it is important to stress that among the nuclei whose flux has been measured so far, only protons and oxygen can be considered as truly primary, in good approximation. As stressed above, even carbon is polluted by a sizeable secondary contribution from spallation of oxygen and other heavier elements. This observational situation is unprecedented and allows us to test for the first time the essential aspects of CR transport in the Galaxy and perhaps seek signs of possible failure of our basic ideas.
The article is structured as follows: in § II we describe the basic aspects of our propagation model, including relevant cross sections. The methodology adopted in this work is illustrated in § III. In § IV we discuss our main results. Conclusions are provided in § V. A complete list of relevant measured cross sections and fits to the data are provided in Appendix A.
II. PROPAGATION MODEL
If we restrict our attention to primary nuclei and stable secondary nuclei the problem of CR transport is accurately described by a 1D advection-diffusion equation including the whole chain of spallation reactions from heavier nuclei to lighter nuclei. We also assume for simplicity that the disc is much thinner than the magnetized halo. Problems may appear in this approach when the loss length of nuclei of type α is smaller than the thickness of the disc, which may occur for unstable nuclei such as 10 Be at energies 1 GeV/n. Again, we do not consider here such low energies, where other effects contribute to make observations of difficult interpretation. The general form of the transport equation describing this situation [14, 15] , known as modified weighted slab model, reads as follows:
where f α (p, z) is the phase-space density of the CR species α as a function of the particle momentum p and position z away from the disc, v(p) = β(p)c is the velocity of a nucleus, and µ is the surface density of the disc.
The terms in the left-hand side of Eq. 1 describe particle diffusion, advection, energy losses and spallation, respectively.
We assume that the diffusion coefficient is spatially constant and only function of the particle momentum. Moreover, assuming that the observed spectral hardening at ∼ 300 GV is due to a change of regime in particle diffusion [6] , we adopt the following functional form for the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on rigidity R:
where D 0 is the value of the diffusion coefficient at R = 1 GV and the break is described in terms of the parameters s, ∆δ, R b which are, respectively, the smoothing, the magnitude and the characteristic rigidity of the break. While this is clearly a very phenomenological approach, this type of energy dependence has also been derived in more physics motivated scenarios: for instance the transition from self-generated turbulence to pre-existing turbulence [15] [16] [17] and a non-separable spatially dependent diffusion coefficient in the Galactic halo [18] both lead to a break in the effective diffusion coefficient. The second term on the LHS of Eq. 1 accounts for particle advection with velocity u, which may describe the presence of a Galactic wind if one is present or advection with Alfvén waves if it happens that there are more waves moving outward than moving inward (this would be the case if the waves are self-generated through streaming instability excited by CRs themselves [16] ). In the simplest scenario, the direction of the advection velocity is expected to reverse direction above and below the disc, so that du/dz = 2uδ(z), which determines the adiabatic losses through the third term on the LHS.
Ionization energy losses are taken into account through the fourth term on the LHS of Eq. 1, where dp dt α,ion = 2h dṗ0,α δ(z),
valid in the assumption that the disc is infinitely thin. The functionṗ 0,α is the same as used in Ref. [19] . The spallation of CR nuclei is treated as an effective sink term, f α /τ sp,α , with a rate that is proportional to the spallation cross section σ α and the gas density in the interstellar medium. More accurately, one can write the spallation rate taking into account the fact that the ISM target gas is mainly made of hydrogen (H) and helium (He):
where we introduced the mean mass m = m p 1+4fHe 1+fHe and the effective spallation cross section
The quantity f He = n He /n H = 0.1 [20] is the fraction of helium in the ISM with respect to hydrogen. In the expression for the cross section, the factor 4 2/3 reflects the assumption that the cross section for spallation on He is geometrically larger than that on hydrogen: σ
α . Finally we introduced the effective grammage of the disc (surface density) µ = 2h d mn H (1+f He ). From observations µ 2.3 mg/cm 2 [20] . A similar functional form describes the spallation of a nucleus of type α > α into a nucleus of type α (last term on the RHS of Eq. 1).
For the total spallation cross sections on a hydrogen target we followed the results of [21, 22] that allow a good fit to all existing data and differ from older phenomenological approaches by at most 5 − 10%. The situation is more critical in terms of production cross sections of secondary isotopes (e.g., isotopes of Li, Be, B) from spallation of a heavier nucleus. Sporadic measurements of relevant reactions (although at energies much below GeV/n) were already available in the 1960s (see, eg., [23, 24] ). The first systematic measurements of the most relevant secondary production channels were made from the 1970s till the end of 1990s. Based on these results, an attempt was made to establish semiempirical [25, 26] or fully-empirical parametrizations [27] to evaluate the cross-sections for any given spallation channel and energy. These parametrizations, although with a questionable accuracy, are built by capturing some global trends (for instance scaling relations involving the number of neutrons or the difference in mass between the projectile and the fragment) directly inferred from the data. A major problem is that most of the experimental data of production channels are at low energies, usually at hundreds of MeV/n, and just for some channels are available at few GeV/n's. Moreover, systematic uncertainties associated to these measurements (especially the older ones) are difficult to assess and the contribution of ghost nuclei (whose lifetime is long enough not to decay during the measurements but much shorter than the CR escape time) is practically unexplored [1] . Building on these previous works, the GALPROP collaboration developed a comprehensive set of routines that combined various datasets of measurements with the parametrizations of previous works, eventually providing original fits to the data for some specific reactions [2] .
In our work we follow the formalism described in [4] where the direct spallation cross-sections on hydrogen target are evaluated by normalizing the Webber [27] and the Silberger & Tsao [26] formulae to available data. Unstable elements with a short lifetime compared with the typical propagation times scales are considered as instantaneous source terms to the daughter nucleus that they decay into. The Webber model has been used to compute that contribution to each channel, including about 150 reactions.
In this paper, we update the evaluation of the most relevant channels for Li, Be and B production by performing new phenomenological fits to a larger set of data as discussed in the Appendix A. Additionally, these fits allow us to assess the uncertainty on the determination of the high-energy values of these cross-sections and therefore to better estimate their impact on the secondaryover-primary ratios as discussed in the next Section. We notice that such partial cross sections have larger uncertainties, that for some channels reach 50%. Limited to the production of secondary 3 He and 2 H we make use of the results published in [28] by implementing in our calculations the cross-sections distributed within the USINE code 1 . Finally, particles are injected in the disk at a rate q 0,α that we compute assuming that all CRs are accelerated in SNRs. The slope of the power law source spectrum is assumed to be the same for all sources, γ. The injection efficiency with respect to the total kinetic energy of the supernova explosion is α . The source term can be written as:
where E SN = 10 51 erg is the total kinetic energy of a supernova, R d = 10 kpc is the radius of the Galactic disk, R SN = 1/30 yr −1 is the rate of SN explosions and Γ(γ) = 4π
. Following the procedure outlined in Refs. [14, 15] , after imposing the boundary condition that f α (p, z = ±H) = 0, one can transform Eq. 1 in a modified weighted slab transport equation:
where
is the flux of nuclei of type α with kinetic energy per nucleon E. We introduced the quantity
that represents the grammage for nuclei of type α, while
and
are the rate of adiabatic energy losses due to advection and ionization respectively. Eq. 5 is solved for each species numerically following the formal solution discussed in Ref. [15] . Since the lighter species originate from the spallation of the heavier ones, we start the evaluation of CR densities from heavy nuclei and proceed towards lighter ones, using the spallation of heavier species as a source term for lighter nuclei. This procedure is repeated for all nuclei in reverse mass order, starting from iron (Z = 26) and all the way down to hydrogen. The injection efficiency α for each type of primary nucleus is tuned to fit observations. For nuclei heavier than oxygen where AMS-02 data are not yet available, we fit the normalization to CREAM data [29] .
III. METHODOLOGY
If the spectral breaks observed for protons and helium nuclei originate due to a change in the properties of diffusion in Galactic magnetic fields, as we assume throughout this article, the change of slope in the diffusion coefficient ∆δ, the smoothness s of the transition between the two regimes and the energy/rigidity (R b ) where the transition occurs can all be derived from analyzing the proton spectrum alone, since it is little affected by phenomena other than diffusion, at least for energies 10 GeV. These quantities can be fitted independent of the injection spectrum and the local slope of the diffusion coefficient. We use the AMS-02 data for protons [30] and derived that s = 0.1, ∆δ = 0.2 and R b = 312 GV.
Throughout the rest of this article we will adopt these reference values, and we will assume that they also apply to the transport of all nuclei other than hydrogen, based on the fact that diffusion only depends upon particle rigidity. On the other hand, the normalization of the diffusion coefficient D 0 (namely the grammage) and its absolute energy dependence can only be derived from indicators including production of secondary nuclei, such as B/C and B/O, or even C/O since a sizeable fraction of carbon nuclei in the cosmic radiation has a secondary origin due to spallation of oxygen nuclei. Below, the symbol δ will be used to denote the slope of the diffusion coefficient for rigidity below R b , while the slope above the break is always δ − ∆δ. Since the fluxes of stable nuclei only depend upon the ratio D 0 /H, for the purpose of numerical calculations we adopt H = 4 kpc.
The CR fluxes at low rigidity ( 50 GV) are affected by solar modulation and by advection. We treat solar modulation in the force field approximation with a Fisk potential φ that is one of the parameters we find from the fit to data. In order to minimize the impact of unknowns in solar modulation (for instance data for different nuclei may be collected in different periods and therefore reflect different values of φ), we decided to marginalize the results of the fit to the data in the region R > 20 GV. Moreover the boron flux that we heavily use in the following, for rigidity 20 GV is affected by the decay of 10 Be that is not included in the following treatment because of complications deriving from the fact that the decay occurs inside the Galactic disc and the weighted slab model is inappropriate to describe such situation.
IV. RESULTS
The calculation described above is used here to determine the transport properties (diffusion and advection) that best describe data and to assess the existence of possible deviations from the standard scenario of CR transport in the Galaxy. The fits are carried out by minimizing the χ 2 over a parameter space made of D 0 , δ, the slope γ and the normalizations α of the injection spectra of nuclei, the advection velocity u and the Fisk potential φ. The minimization procedure is based on MINUIT [31] .
Below we will illustrate three parts of the calculation: 1) we first minimize the χ 2 of the fit to the spectra of C, N and O and B/C and determine the transport properties. In this case we show the inferred spectra of H and He obtained assuming that the source spectrum is the same as that of nuclei. 2) We repeat the same calculation but including the He spectrum in the fit and requiring that He is injected with the same spectrum as heavier nuclei, which is what one would expect in the case of pure rigidity dependent acceleration. 3) We assess the role of a possible, energy independent grammage accumulated by CRs inside the sources, during the acceleration process.
A. Fit to nuclei heavier than He
The spallation process is more effective for heavier nuclei at a given energy per nucleon, being the cross section approximately ∝ A 2/3 . As a result, oxygen nuclei are destroyed slightly faster than carbon nuclei. Moreover the spallation of 16 O partially results in the production of 12 C. These two factors lead to a C/O ratio that is expected to decrease with energy for R 100 GV, despite the fact that C and O are typically considered as primary nuclei. The B/C ratio also decreases with energy as a result of the B production in spallation events involving mainly C and O nuclei. Hence the two ratios, B/C and C/O are both expected to contain information about the grammage traversed by CRs during transport through the Galaxy. Here we calculate the best combined fit to the fluxes of C, N and O and the B/C and C/O ratios, so as to infer the source spectrum of nuclei and their transport properties.
The error bar on each data point has been calculated by summing in quadrature the statistical and systematic uncertainties, as quoted by the AMS-02 collaboration. We also assume that systematic error are completely uncorrelated.
Our best fit scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1 and corresponds to the following values of the parameters: u = 7 km/s, D 0 = 1.1 × 10 28 cm 2 /s, δ = 0.63 and γ = 4.26 (the injection spectrum of all nuclei is assumed to be the same). The modulation potential is φ = 0.51 GV. This consideration is even more true for nitrogen, which is roughly half primary and half secondary product of spallation of heavier elements. The bulk of the N flux below ∼ 100 GV is in fact of secondary origin. The good fit to C, N and O fluxes makes us confident that the general picture of transport of these nuclei is in fact selfconsistent, with no particularly evident anomaly arising from the comparison between data and calculations.
Given the high accuracy of the AMS-02 data, our analysis can assess the role played by the uncertainties in the spallation cross sections for the predicted fluxes. In order to do so, we have repeated our calculations one hun- dred times for each set of parameters, extracting each time the spallation cross sections from a Gaussian distribution with central value at the best fit and a width which is assumed to be ∼ 5% for the total cross sections and ∼ 30% for the partial cross sections. The results are shown as shaded areas in Fig. 1 . This exercise shows how the uncertainties in the cross sections affect the results of transport calculations and how such uncertainties compare with the AMS-02 error bars. While not dramatic for the fluxes of C and O, the implications for the nitrogen flux are clear, especially at low energies. The effects of the uncertainties in the partial cross sections on the secondary nuclei are evident from the right panel of Fig. 1 . The uncertainties in the B/C and the B/O ratios as due to cross sections are much larger than the error bars in AMS-02 data, so that further accuracy in measuring such quantities would not help in better constraining the characteristics of CR transport. The top panel on the right side of Fig. 1 shows the C/O ratio, which is very well described as due to spallation of O nuclei into C nuclei, provided the two are injected with the same spectrum. Accounting only for O spallation but neglecting its contribution to the flux of C would result in the dashed line, namely it would fail to describe the C/O ratio. The uncertainties in the partial cross section O→C does not hinder such a conclusion, as one can see from the limited size of the shaded region.
The grammage corresponding to the best fit discussed with reference to Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 , where we also plot the critical grammage, X c = σ α /m, for 12 C and 16 O spallation (horizontal lines).
The picture that emerges from this first part of our calculation is rather encouraging in that it shows that a self-consistent description of the nuclei, all injected with the same spectrum, is possible and in fact the only differences that arise from observations of the spectra of nuclei can be accounted for in terms of the different levels of nuclear fragmentation that they suffer. The only point that is left to check is whether the same parameters can be used to describe the observed spectrum of He and, if possible, even protons. The spectra of H (including deuterium) and He (sum of 4 He and 3 He) are shown in Fig. 3 in the top and bottom panel respectively. For protons we also account for the contribution of secondary deuterium coming from spallation of heavier elements and secondary protons produced in inelastic interactions of primary protons (p + p → p + p + Anything). The spectrum of protons without these additional contributions is shown as a dashed line in the top panel. There is no doubt that the observed proton spectrum cannot be properly described unless the injection spectrum of protons is assumed to be softer than that of nuclei by ∼ 0.05.
The measured He spectrum cannot be described by the results of our calculations, unless He is assumed to be injected with a spectrum that is harder than that of heavier nuclei by ∼ 0.05. This conclusion appears to be rather robust: in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 one can see that the uncertainty in the He flux deriving taking into account the poorly known partial cross sections (shaded area) remains far from the data. Interestingly the data would be well described if the contribution of 3 He were neglected (dashed line), which would clearly be at odds with what we know about the cross section of 3 He production and 4 He spallation [28] .
The disappointing conclusion of this first part of our work is that a self-consistent description of the nuclei heavier than He and the C/O, B/C and B/O ratios can be obtained only to the extent that we accept a different injection spectrum for protons, He and heavier nuclei, a picture that would not be easy to justify on the basis of known models of acceleration and transport.
Interestingly, the diffusion coefficient behaviour at energies below the break is very close to the one expected in the scenario in which diffusion is dominated by the self-generation of magnetic turbulence due to streaming instability [15] .
B. Fit to nuclei including He
Inspired by the theoretical expectation to have the same injection spectrum for all nuclei, here we include He in the best fit to the data, with the same injection spectrum as heavier nuclei. The minimization procedure returns the following values of the parameters of our problem: u = 6.6 km/s, D 0 = 1.1 × 10 28 cm 2 /s, δ = 0.63 and γ = 4.23, very similar to the previous case, with the exception of the harder injection spectrum. As one could expect, the measured He spectrum is very well described but some tension appears for oxygen. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows our results for the spectra of C, N and O, while the right panel shows the C/O, B/O and B/O ratios. The spectra of C and N are well described in this second case, but the oxygen spectrum appears to have a trend at odds with data, especially at R 100 GV, although a quantitative test of the goodness of the fit only shows a mildly higher χ 2 . The C/O, B/C and B/O ratios also appear to be well described.
The oddness of the O spectrum is made more clear in Fig. 5 which shows the He spectrum (top panel) and the He/O ratio (lower panel). The predicted excess in the He/O ratio at low energies remains compatible with the data once the uncertainties in the cross section (shaded area) is included. On the other hand, the energy dependence of the ratio at high energies is quite different from that shown by the data, which appear to require a smaller grammage (less effective O spallation). The latter would however not be compatible with the grammage inferred from the B/C ratio.
A good fit to the proton spectrum requires an injection spectrum that is harder than that of nuclei by about 0.08, namely γ H = 4.31. This is shown in Fig. 6 together with the AMS-02 and PAMELA data.
C. Source grammage
CR interactions suffered during the acceleration process lead to the production of secondary nuclei that may appear in the observed secondary-to-primary ratios. The grammage traversed by CRs inside the sources is referred to as source grammage and, for typical values of the parameters of a SNR, assuming that they are the sources of CRs, the source grammage can be estimated to be X s ∼ 0.2 gr cm −2 [32] . Being related to the residence time of CRs inside accelerators, X s is expected to be roughly energy independent, although some exceptions can be easily envisioned.
Since this additional contribution to the grammage is accumulated on a much shorter timescale than galactic escape, it is expected to manifest itself as a source term to secondary species with a primary-like injection slope and normalization proportional to X s :
where the sum is made on species α heavier than α. The dashed area in Fig. 7 shows the result of adding the grammage accumulated by CRs inside the source to the one due to propagation in the Galaxy. For each value of the source grammage X s we fit the data to obtain a combination of parameter compatible with B/C and C and O spectra. We find that the range for X s that allows us to reproduce the B/C is 0 < X s < 0.7 gr/cm 2 , while the best-fit is obtained for X s ∼ 0.4 gr/cm 2 (see Fig. 7 ). The transport parameters that are more susceptible to the effects of the source grammage are D 0 and δ. We found that, when X s = 0.4 gr/cm 2 , their best-fit values are D 0 = 1.2×10
28 cm 2 /s and δ = 0.68. Correspondingly the injection slope of nuclei takes now the value γ = 4.22.
Being almost secondary at low energy, the nitrogen flux is also affected by the presence of source grammage. In the same figure, the nitrogen flux is shown for the case with and without the source grammage. In particular we consistently verified that nitrogen is well-reproduced if its injection efficiency is reduced by ∼ 10%.
On the other hand, we found no way to improve the agreement with the He flux: the source grammage leads to an enhanced production of secodnary 3 He, and in order to fit the AMS-02 data we are forced to require an even harder injection spectrum, γ He = 4.15, for 4 He.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The high precision of the AMS-02 data have changed the field of CR physics: on one hand they allowed us to put on solid grounds and to study in detail some well known anomalies, such as the rise with energy of the positron fraction. On the other, this high precision opened the way to testing the solidity of the pillars of our standard model of the origin of CRs in an unprecedented way, just using the spectra of primary and secondary nuclei as measured by AMS-02, also including some important but often forgotten effects such as diffusive shock reacceleration [33, 34] .
In this article we focused our attention to the latter line of thought. We first proceeded to fit the AMS-02 data on the spectra of primary nuclei heavier than helium and the ratios of boron to carbon and boron to oxygen fluxes, as well as the C/O. All of these ratios provide information about the grammage traversed by CRs during their journey through the Galaxy and demanding self-consistency of these pieces of information is a basic request. The only physical assumption that we adopted here is that the change of slope in the spectrum of protons that has been observed by PAMELA and by AMS-02 independently originates from a change of regime in the diffusion of CRs [6] , rather than being due to some subtle effects of the acceleration processes or some proximity effects of the sources. In this context, the proton spectrum is only used to characterize the change of slope in the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient, while the absolute slope of the latter is directly obtained from a combined fit to the spectra of primary and secondary nuclei.
The fit to the spectra of nuclei heavier than He led to a very good description of the data, corresponding to the following values of the free parameters of the problem: u = 7 km/s, D 0 = 1.1 × 10 28 cm 2 /s, δ = 0.63 and γ = 4.26, where the slope of the injection spectrum γ is assumed to be the same for all such nuclei. However, this conclusion leads to a bad description of the spectra of protons and He nuclei, which instead require respectively a softer and harder injection by about ∼ 0.05 with respect to nuclei. In other words, not only 4 He is ex- pected to have an injection spectrum harder than that of hydrogen, but it is also required that nuclei are injected with a softer spectrum than 4 He. Interestingly this finding is at odds even with models of the difference between protons and helium injection based on the different A/Z ratio at shocks [35, 36] . We carried out the calculation described above keeping track of the experimental uncertainty in the spallation cross sections: we clearly showed that the error bars in the measured fluxes of primary and secondary nuclei are already smaller than the uncertainties induced by the cross sections. Hence, improving further the systematics of the measurements or accumulating more statistics would not lead to a dramatic improvement in our understanding of the origin of CRs. A possible exception to this conclusion might apply to the highest energy bins ( 100 GV), where the statistics of events remains the limiting factor.
The conclusion that data seem to be best described by adopting three different injection spectra for protons, helium and heavier nuclei is clearly unsatisfactory and at odds with the rigidity dependence expected for CR transport inside and outside accelerators. Hence we repeated the calculations illustrated above by imposing a fit to the helium spectrum, in addition to the fluxes of C, N, O and the secondary nuclei and requiring helium to be injected with the same spectrum as the heavier elements. The fit that we obtained is clearly worse than in the previous case, but still acceptable from the statistical point of view. Yet, the spectrum of oxygen is described rather badly with a clear excess at high energy, that also reflects in a bad description of the He/O ratio. Interestingly, the oxygen flux seems to demand a smaller grammage that needed to fit the B/C ratio.
As a third and final part of this calculation, following some previous literature [32] , we introduced an additional grammage that is expected to mimic the spallation reactions inside the acceleration region. Such source grammage X s is expected to be roughly energy independent, hence it leads to an additional production term of secondaries (such as boron) with the same spectrum as the injection, so that this contribution becomes important at high energies, although it does change the numerical fits to the data also at lower energies. The order of magnitude of this contribution is X s ∼ 0.1 − 0.4 g cm −2 . The idea is that the presence of the source grammage may require less boron production due to CR transport in the Galaxy, namely a larger value of δ and, as a consequence, a harder injection spectrum of nuclei. The formal fitting procedure does confirm this trend, but the additional production of 3 He in the sources leads to requiring an even harder injection spectrum of 4 He, thereby making the problem of the difference between He and other elements even more evident.
As a conclusion, the high precision AMS-02 data, if taken at face value and within the realm of the standard picture of CR transport in the Galaxy, lead to the conclusion that the acceleration process and/or the process of escape of CRs from the sources are more complex than usually modelled: protons, He and heavier elements need to be injected into the ISM with different spectra, contrary to what expected in the common wisdom. This should be considered as a stimulus to investigate the physics of particle acceleration and escape from the sources more seriously than done so far. In alternative, the AMS-02 measurements might suggest some major modification of the paradigm of CR transport, as recently discussed in Refs. [9, 10] . The requirements of these models have been recently reviewed in Ref. [37] .
we do not account for the peak in the fit, namely we assume σ 0 = 0, if adding this does not improve significantly the χ-squared computed against the data. The threshold energy E th can be measured for each reaction. We retrieved the energy thresholds from the online database of the NNDC (National Nuclear Data Centre) 4 and based on the experimental results reported in [42] .
We notice that at energies where we are interested here, T 10 GeV/n, spallation cross sections in Eq. A1 approach the asymptotic value:
the existence of a plateau above few GeV/n is commonly assumed in the literature (see however [6] for an attempt to consider a mild energy dependence on the partial crosssections) but still not fully assessed on experimental basis. As in [27] , we allow for a slow change of the cross section around T h = 2 GeV controlled by the free parameter ∆. This behaviour has been introduced by Webber and collaborators to better reproduce the measurements.
To minimize the χ 2 we use the MINUIT package 5 and we compute the confidence interval for the free parameters by means of the MIGRAD algorithm. In Table I we report the best fit values and the 1-σ uncertainty for the free parameters in our model given by Eq. A1. In some cases, e.g., σ N 14 +H → B , the measurements at our disposal are insufficient or at too low energy to perform a meaningful fit. For those channels we rely on the Webber parametrizations renormalized to the data whenever they are available (see discussion in § 5 of [4] ).
The last column of Table I reports the reduced-χ 2 computed with the best-fit parameter values. For few channels, the χ 2 is much larger than O(1). This is mainly due to the inconsistency between different data sets and/or to the under-estimation of the systematic errors associated with these measurements, in particular for experiments that took data before the 90's. In the same table we also report the relative uncertainty on the high-energy (plateau) value of the cross-sections. To compute this, we evaluate the minimum and maximum cross-section value by combining the uncertainties of the parameters governing the high-energy behaviour of the model, namely σ 1 , ξ, and ∆. We then estimate the relative uncertainty on the cross-section normalization to be as large as 30%.
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show the comparison between the best fit model of fragmentation cross-sections and the available data in the energy range from 0.1 to 10 2 GeV/n. We overplot the allowed range for the high-energy value of the cross-sections with a shaded region. For completeness we also show the channels where, given the sparseness of data, we do not attempt to obtain a fit to our model, but rather decided to use the Webber parametrizations with a suitable renormalization. 
